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13.8 (a) William Ford's trade card after he had moved to South Back of Canongate in 1815, showing his fashionably cut glass (CEC FRA); (b) a butter dish in the Museum of Edinburgh, which is very similar to that shown on the trade card (CEC) 168
13.9 A group of heavily cut jugs (CEC FRA)
13.10 Another ornately cut, and certainly expensive, early jug in the Caledonian Glass Works repertoire (CEC FRA) 168
13.11 Customers could choose their own decoration on these tea boxes, costing 7/6 each (CEC FRA) 169
13.12 An early thistle jug design at the Caledonian Glass Works, Edinburgh (CEC FRA) 169
13.13 Another loose design drawing preserved in the Ford-Ranken archive (CEC FRA) 169
13.14 A blue wash drawing of a complex bowl design (CEC FRA) 169
13.15 A decanter design showing the recurrent 'peacock feather' cutting (CEC FRA) 169
13.16 Designs for goblets, with clear shield shapes waiting for engraved monograms (CEC FRA) 170
13.17 A goblet from 1820s–30s which is very similar to the Ford-Ranken designs 170
13.18 Cut glass cups and saucers could also be ordered (CEC FRA) 170
13.19 An unusual jar and cover (CEC FRA) 171
13.20 One of William Ford's complex decanter designs (CEC FRA)
13.21 A striking bowl (CEC FRA) 171
13.22 A later cut decanter with ornate stopper (CMoG) 171
13.23 A celery jar with alternating cut and engraved panels, a recurrent theme in the Holyrood pattern book (CMoG) 171
13.24 A celery jar decorated with a simple, but difficult, cut design (CMoG) 171
13.25 A delicate thistle design border on Holyrood wine glasses (CMoG) 172
13.26 Holyrood cut wine glasses including an early thistle shape (CMoG) 172
13.27 The Brighton service showing possible combined uses for the celery glass and bowls (CEC) 173
13.28 A simpler cut service. The price list shows that the hock glass could have a ruby bowl for 18/- and an emerald green one for 12/- a dozen (CEC) 174
13.29 Pattern no. 3729, part of a cut and engraved Holyrood service (CEC FRA) 175
13.30 Detail of the ribbon and wreath pattern on a decanter (CEC FRA) 176
13.31 The ribbon and wreath pattern in the company catalogue (CEC FRA) 176
13.32 An epergne created at the Holyrood glassworks in the 1840s (CEC FRA, FRC) 176
13.33 A cigar box in which the fragile sulphides were kept at the glassworks (CEC FRC) 177
13.34 An unusual monkey sulphide from the cigar box (CEC FRC) 177
13.35 Also in the box is this fine head of Queen Alexandra (CEC FRC) 177
13.36 A publicity card showing spirit bottles, three of them containing sulphide profiles of famous men (CEC FRA) 178
13.37a Another card from John Ford & Co. showing a range of sulphide decorated glass (CEC FRA).
13.37b A vase like the one on Ford's card containing a named sulphide of Sir Walter Scott (Bonhams) 178
13.38 A list of plaster and wax casts from the Tassie collection sent to John Ford in 1880 (CEC FRA) 179
13.39 A sulphide in the Ford-Ranken collection (CEC FRC) 179
13.40 One of the profile heads, showing the fine detail (CEC FRC) 179
13.41 An ornately cut water jug pattern C51 in the Edinburgh & Leith pattern book repriced in 1900 180
13.42 Decanter pattern number C197 180
13.43 Pattern C164

13.44/13.45 Claret jugs, pattern D52, in the same shape but with different cutting

13.46 Decanters in patterns C122, C123. Originally designed in September 1887 and still in production in 1911

13.48 Another heavily cut bowl in pattern C140

13.49 Pattern B589 designed in the late nineteenth century

13.50 Pattern C3

13.51 Pattern C8, showing the totally different decoration that was cut on the same shape in the C3–C9 series

13.52 A more open design on the early C series, all dating from 1887

13.53 An elegant, more simply cut decanter marked 'E&L'

13.54 A decanter and glasses from the Edinburgh & Leith York pattern K200

13.55 An advertisement for very traditional designs in the *Pottery Gazette and Glass Trade Review*, 2 January 1928 (NLS)

13.56 A group of reproduction salts

13.57 A page of jugs in one of the 1920s catalogues

13.58 Water jug E753 and a cream jug in similar 'old English' style. What appears to be pillar cutting on the large jug is, in fact, concave

13.59 Glasses from H972, the ‘George II service’

13.60 The George II service and some individual reproductions (CEC)

13.61 The very popular St Andrews Service

13.62 A very ornate candlestick for a special order, pattern no. L571

13.63 The candlestick design was very precisely drawn, as this detail shows

13.64 An advertisement in *The Scotsman* on 10 December 1927 exhorting patriotic Scots to support their local industry by buying Edinburgh & Leith glass

13.65 A more modern depiction of the glass cutters’ art, created by Helen Monro (later Turner) for the Edinburgh & Leith Flint Glass Company

13.66 A photograph showing a very large Edinburgh & Leith bowl being cut, published in the *Weekly Scotsman*, 29 January 1927 (NLS)

13.67 The 'Iona' service, M743

13.68 An individual glass from the company catalogue in the late 1920/early 1930s

13.69 A page from a proof of an Edinburgh & Leith catalogue in the Museum of Edinburgh (CEC)

13.70 A cocktail shaker illustrated in 13.69, minus its stopper

13.71 More traditional cutting on one of the catalogue shapes

13.72 A bowl designed by Helen Monro (later Turner), pattern P549

13.73 A very simply cut plate signed Helen Monro, Edinburgh & Leith (pattern P545)

13.74 Alexander Crichton's design for vase P873, covered with factory notes

13.75 A differently shaped vase with the same cut pattern

13.76 Another design by Crichton

13.77 A factory rubbing of Alexander Crichton's design P872 from 1935

13.78 A vase decorated with pattern P872

13.79 A fruit bowl P869 showing 'random' cuts, an idea repeated by Edinburgh Crystal in the twenty-first century

13.80 An advertisement in the *Pottery Gazette* of 1 January 1936 features the 'Modern Art Glassware' bachelor set designed by Alexander Crichton

13.81 A draft advertisement for the very popular 'Mirror' design (CEC)

13.82 A 'Mirror' biscuit barrel. An amber bowl in the same pattern is shown in Chapter 5

13.83 Pattern R439, labelled 'Camel decanter for Harrods', and R232, 1937, known as 'Grasses' in the same shape

13.84 Two decanters in similar shapes; the stoppers relate back to the eighteenth century

13.85 A hexagonal step-cut decanter and glasses from the 1930s

13.86 A toilet bottle in shape P199 dated 1933

13.87 Pattern T122, 1940, shown at the Enterprise Scotland Exhibition in 1947

13.88 A bowl in the 1965 Edinburgh Crystal catalogue

13.89 A page from the Edinburgh Crystal catalogue of 1965, showing what a difference the cutting style makes

13.90 The 'Chieftain' bowl
13.91 The ‘Chieftain’ bowl marked up and rough cut at the factory
13.92 The Fairisle bowl in its later version. Originally plain pillar cutting separated the more ornate sections but it was too expensive to produce, so was replaced with this modified version, which was less demanding on the cutter (courtesy of Danny Fair)
13.93 A thistle goblet marked up for cutting
13.94 Another marked-up drinking glass
13.95 A machine-cut EC vase with a hand-cut rim, probably from the 1990s
13.96 Three machine-cut vases; two, Cascade on the left and Apollo on the right, are from Edinburgh Crystal’s ‘Vogue’ range. The large vase in the centre is in the Esk pattern
13.97 A ‘Tempest’ bowl that, like ‘Stratus’, was designed by Daniel Whittard as part of the ground-breaking ‘Edge’ range
13.98 A ‘Skibo’ dish
13.99 An ‘Infinity’ dish from Jessamy Kelly’s Designer range
13.100 An ‘Infinity’ champagne flute and a ‘Drift’ goblet, which appeared in the 2005 price lists. Both blanks were made abroad
13.101 The elegant ‘Bamboo’ pattern, which was never put into production (copyright Jessamy Kelly, photograph David Williams)
13.102 Another design that was about to be put into production when the factory stopped production in 2006. Designer Joanne Mitchell completed a scholarship at Edinburgh Crystal in 2001, returning to do freelance designing in 2003 (copyright Joanne Mitchell, photograph David Williams)
13.103a/b The front and back of a very challenging piece of cutting by Danny Fair, harking back to the Holyrood fountain in illustration 4.21
14.1 An advertisement published in the *Pottery Gazette* on 1 April 1887
14.2 Detail from the 1883 OS MAP of Lanarkshire, sheet VI 6, showing the Forth Glass Works on the far right, next to the ironworks. Other glassworks occupy the land on the left (NLS)
14.3 Pressed glass honey pots made by the Forth Glass Works to design number 310358, registered in 1877 (photograph Brendan Kenny)
14.4 The relief-moulded registration mark
14.5 A design for ornamental prismatic pavement lights registered on 7 September 1878 by Robert Gourlay of Bishopbriggs, near Glasgow. The maker is unknown, but the manufacture of pavement lights was a useful source of income for the glass industry (TNA BT44/7)
14.6 A design for a prismatic deck or pavement light. The flat surface was inserted level to a pavement or ship’s deck; the prism underneath spread the light in the area below. Registered 1 January 1879 by William Boyd & Co. of the Blythswood Iron Foundry in Glasgow and probably made in a local glassworks (TNA BT43/62)
14.7 Lamps, vases and tumblers advertised by the Forth Glass Works in the *Pottery Gazette*, November 1884. It is not clear whether the more ornately decorated items were made in-house or bought in (Barbara Morris archive)
14.8 Tumblers featured in the Forth Glass Works advertisement, the ‘special notice’ emphasising that glass was ‘Cut, Engraved and Embossed’ on the premises (Barbara Morris archive)
14.9 Light shades decorated in a wide range of techniques, in the Forth Glass Works advertising supplement to the *Pottery Gazette* in 1884 (Barbara Morris archive)
15.1a–d Large moulded letters made at John Ford’s Holyrood glassworks (CEC)
15.2 An illustration in Apsley Pellatt’s seminal book *Curiosities of Glass Making* of 1849, showing the process of pressing
15.3 A double page of pressed tumblers in the Holyrood printed catalogue (CEC)
15.4 Two pressed tumblers matching patterns 2537 and 2538 (CEC)
15.5 A double page of domestic pressed glass, from lidded sugars to salts (CEC)
15.6 A shallow bowl in the shape of a pair of cupped hands, registered in 1876 (CEC)
15.7a–d Sketches of the hands with a dove and swan (CEC)
15.8 Moulded figures of a woodman and two shepherdesses used as candelabra (photograph NMS K2002.2107 (MEN))
15.9 Two of the same figures used as comports (courtesy of Gordon McFarlan) 209
15.10 A page from the Holyrood catalogue illustrating several moulded figures including the shepherdess carrying a comport (CEC) 210
15.11 A four-part metal mould used at Edinburgh Crystal’s Norton Park works, date unknown, now in the Museum of Edinburgh store (CEC) 210
15.12 Pattern R724 which, like many other patterns, states ‘mould blown’ on the drawing; the decorative design was then cut 210
15.13 A floral moulded vase, number R307 from 1942 211
15.14 An unusual pressed glass design signed by engraver Frederic Lonie in 1949 211
15.15 The design for a bowl registered by James Couper & Sons in 1857 (TNA BT44/7) 211
15.16 A pressed glass design for a lidded dish and plate, from 1865 (TNA BT43/61) 211
15.17 Part of an automatic bottle machine at Alloa glassworks in 2004 212

16.1 This map gives some idea of the remote location of Wick, 256 miles from Edinburgh and 660 from London. The later factory sites were rather less isolated 215
16.2 Bud vases, pattern 4022, designed by Domhnall O’Broin, c. 1961. Three of them, in Loch, Moss and Peat, relate back to his earlier studio glass designs. The pattern continued in production for many years, as witnessed by the pink example in alexandrite/neodymium glass 217
16.3 Domhnall O’Broin with apprentice William Byrne and one of the Italian instructors, Pietro Fuin (NLS, Pottery Gazette and Glass Trade Review, December 1961) 218
16.4 The Duke of Edinburgh admiring a bud vase, flanked by Robin Sinclair and Domhnall O’Broin in 1963 (NLS, Pottery Gazette and Glass Trade Review, June 1963) 218
16.5 Part of a Stroma water set designed c. 1962 by Domhnall O’Broin, the simplicity of which reflects the Scandinavian influence 219
16.6 A Morven decanter marked in gold with ‘Buchanan’s Scotch Whisky’ 219
16.7 A conical posy vase in Heather from Colin Terris’s Braemore range, c. 1975, bearing the Design Council label 221
16.8 A badge advertising the visitor centre experience 221
16.9 An unusual 1970s lamp base from the Oban range decorated in popular blue and purple stripes, but with panels of knobbly glass. Charles Orr and Paul Ysart designed the range in 1968, but the knobbly glass does not appear in any of the catalogues 223
16.10 Colin Terris at work (NRS SDA23/3/12) 224
16.11 An image of the ‘Stacks of Dunsansay’ sandblasted onto an alexandrite/neodymium coloured vase, signed Lorraine Keith, 1993. The colour changes from pink to blue in some artificial light 224
16.12 A box containing an engraved goblet, using the romance of the Highlands to good effect 225
16.13 A Caithness pendant created using millefiore canes in a silver mount 225
16.15 Cadenza vases, designed by Colin Terris in 1986, using similar techniques to paperweights 227
16.16 The addition of a 22ct gold transfer on an earlier shape, used for Colin Terris’s Art Nouveau range. Footed bowls required more processes and expertise than most Caithness shapes and the transfer printing was costly, so they were only in production from 1981 to 1982 (photograph Brendan Kenny) 227
16.17 A bowl in the Shoreline range, decorated in Warm Sand, which did actually include sand in the base 228
16.18 Vases from the Flamenco range, designed by Collin Terris in 1987 228
16.19 Roseanna Cunningham, MSP for Perth, and manager Ian Mutch celebrating the opening of the Crieff Visitor Centre in March 2008 (PPA) 229

17.1 Shards from the Verreville site found in 2005 (HA) 231
17.2 Two of several examples of the lower sections of ‘seahorse’ scent bottles from Verreville (HA) 231
17.3 A moil: note the thin layer of iron contamination from the blowing iron 232
17.4 A recipe used in number 6 pot on 28 November 1840, which produced clear glass with a ‘Tinge of Blue’ because it included ‘too much Manganese’ (CEC FRA) 232
17.5 A batch recipe consisting of 1,953lbs of glass, made on 16 October 1840, which turned out ‘hard, hard’ (CEC FRA) 232
17.6 An analysis of the volumes of different-coloured glass produced at the Holyrood glassworks between February 1860 and October 1863

17.7 A page from a hand-written list of exhibits sent to the Sydney and Melbourne exhibitions in 1879 and 1880. Items 414 and 415 are in the Venetian style using 'Antique Green' (CEC FRA)

17.8 A section through a rod of ‘jasper’ glass made at the Holyrood glassworks (CEC FRC)

17.9 A jasper ware jug made at the Holyrood glassworks (CEC FRC)

17.10 Another example of Holyrood jasper ware in the Museum of Edinburgh (CEC FRC)

17.11 A page of jasper exhibits for the Sydney Exhibition in 1879 (CEC FRA)

17.12 A section of a very dark jasper jug with areas remaining uncut, showing the before-and-after effect very clearly (courtesy of George Mitchell)

17.13 A jasper wine glass belonging to descendants of the owners of the Holyrood glassworks showing the rim colour beginning to change to green

17.14 Samples of colour experiments in the Museum of Edinburgh (CEC FRC)

17.15 A page of 'Cyprus' ware in the list of exhibits in the Sydney Exhibition of 1879 (CEC FRA)

17.16 A spirit bottle made at the Holyrood glassworks. The part-label reads: 'B106 Grind peg of this...und blue stopper...t this sou...decant’ in script. 'HN FOR...Stree' printed

17.17 A finely engraved Holyrood glass in the Museum of Edinburgh (CEC)

17.18 A glass matching pattern 1884 in the Holyrood catalogue

17.19 The catalogue drawing of the red hock glass (CEC FRA)

17.20 A selection of clear and coloured drinking glasses in the Holyrood catalogue, late nineteenth century (CEC FRA)

17.21 Simple glasses in puce, green and ruby (CEC FRA)

17.22 A selection of Holyrood decanters (CEC)

17.23 A ruby and a fern-engraved claret jug identified from a Holyrood catalogue

17.24 Pattern B24, one of Jenkinson’s earliest designs in the Venetian style

17.25 A small bowl in Edinburgh & Leith’s pattern book B. The body was purple, the frills green

17.26 Pattern B146, one of the ambitious designs in the Venetian style

17.27 The National Museum of Ireland bought this comport in pattern B146 from the glassworks in 1881 (NMI DC.1881.2827)

17.28 The National Museum of Ireland accession records describe this as an ‘opalescent frosted satchel-shaped vase with a swan at each side’ (NMI DC.1881.2856)

17.29 A wine glass made in Edinburgh and directly copying Venetian glass (GM 1876.100.b)

17.30 A fine wine glass in a striking colour combination (GM 1876.100.k)

17.31 A Venetian-style bowl, demonstrating how the more formal use of colour suited the skills of the glassblowers, and the use of lead crystal (GM 21 1876.100a)

17.32 Probably the most identifiable of the Venetian-style glass is this jug in mottled pink and white glass, known as granita, which also occurs in blue (image courtesy of CEC)

17.33 A colourful Edinburgh vase in the Venetian style (photograph courtesy of NMS A.1956.1459)

17.34 More swans, a popular feature of Jenkinson’s Venetian-style glass (NMI DC.1881.2847)

17.35 Humour in the glasshouse – lions wearing specs, pattern B561

17.36 Pattern B442, threaded and decorated with green mistletoe with opal berries, one of a series of designs with similar decoration

17.37 Pattern R174 is labelled ‘Hand Made’ and ‘punty base’ in the pattern book. Dated 13.2.36, it was one of a series of designs of travellers’ samples

17.38 Another vase in the series of travellers’ samples, pattern R177

17.39 An amber optic vase, pattern T309

17.40 An amber vase marked ‘E&L’

17.41 Pattern T315, one of several amber vases decorated with a series of air bubbles from 1942

17.42 Pattern P776, a hand-made jug in clear glass with amber base and handle

17.43 An amber jug, pattern number T314

17.44 A posy bowl, pattern P780, the pattern drawing is dated 6.2.35, and marked ‘Sample for BIF’ (British Industries Fair)

17.45 The popular Mirror pattern was also made in amber
17.46 Design for a ribbed amber dish with punt mark, dated June 1942

17.47 Pattern T359 on shape P323 is dated November 1947. It could be blown into an optic mould, like this example, or decorated with air bubbles.

17.48 Tall hock glasses (the ruby and amethyst were cased inside) supplied to John Ford’s shop in 1937. The citron was cased outside, enabling the design to be created by cutting through the coloured layer.

17.49 A ruby hock glass, cased inside, shown alongside five alternative colours dated 1935.

17.50 A striking design in cased ruby, pattern M223. Instructions specify ‘not acid polished’, c. 1933.

17.51a A uranium glass bowl P84.

17.51b Bowl P84 used as base for a lamp in a design dated 1932.

17.52/17.53 Two uranium glass vases, both marked ‘E&L’.

17.54 Design for a fish in blue and green with red, black and light blue eyes, dated 1931.

17.55 A colourful swan with opal body, yellow beak, black, yellow and clear eyes and clear feet, also available in flint glass.

17.56 A nine-inch salad bowl decorated in enamel colours.

17.57 Another colour combination on an enamelled candlestick, from 1933.

17.58 A rare example of an Edinburgh & Leith cream jug painted in green and gold.

17.59 Another shape in the series, the drawing covered with factory information.

17.60 Pattern P36, a mould-blown bowl, coloured lemonescent, blue or dark green.

17.61 Pattern M450, decorated with the ‘Cameo Fleur’ design, from 1931, also made in blue, amethyst, ruby and amber (courtesy of Ian Roy).

17.62 A box of glass samples from James Couper & Son of Glasgow (GM E.1983.134.1).

17.63 More glass samples from James Couper’s glassworks (GM E.1983.134.21).

17.64 Part of a flat disc of green and white glass (GM E.1983.134.44).

17.65 More of Couper’s samples, now in the care of Glasgow Museums (GM E.1983.134.84; 86; 96).

17.66a/b Two bottle-shaped vases made by Christopher Dresser for Liberty (image courtesy of NMS).

17.67 A Clutha vase of familiar shape but the surface is covered with an intricate etched design (CMoG).

17.68 A close-up of the design on the surface of the vase in 17.67.

17.69 The Clutha mark showing clearly that it was designed by Christopher Dresser (CMoG).

17.70 A piece of Clutha glass in the Glasgow Museums collection (GM E.1996 1.3).

17.71 Clutha glass with a trailed neck decoration (GM E.1996 1.2).

17.72 Another example of Couper’s Clutha glass belonging to Glasgow Museums (GM E.1976.86.1).

17.73 More green glass by Couper (GM E.1996.1.5).

17.74 A distorted plate in classic Clutha colours (GM E.1979.198.1).

17.75 A brightly coloured Clutha vase (V&A E.17-976.86.1).

17.76 A Couper glass bowl in a typically Art Nouveau pewter design (GM E2007.3.9).

17.77 A vase marked Clutha with Liberty’s trademark passion flower. The simple shape may indicate that it was a Walton design (Lyon & Turnbull Auctioneers).

17.78 Salvador Ysart working on a large bowl (PMAG).

17.79 Early Monart vases (courtesy of Nigel Benson).

17.80 A striking Monart footed bowl demonstrating the Ysart family skills (PMAG 1996.515).

17.81 A Monart striped and controlled bubble deep bowl in the rare AK shape (courtesy of Nigel Benson).

17.82 An unusual Monart swirl bowl with powdered colour and aventurine decoration (courtesy of Nigel Benson).

17.83 An elegant multicoloured Monart vase (Lyon & Turnbull, Auctioneers).

17.84 A lattice-decorated bowl by Vasart (courtesy of Nigel Benson).

17.85 A group of rare Vasart ‘cloisonné’ decorated vases (courtesy of Nigel Benson).

17.86 A Strathearn vase with trademark swirls of colour.

17.87 An unusual Strathearn bowl, created with groups of coloured canes cased in clear glass, with the leaping salmon mark.

17.88 A typical Strathearn lamp base.

17.89 Four Caithness decanters in Peat: three date from the 1970s to the 1980s; the Morven on the right, designed by Domhnall O’Broin, is sandblasted with crossed curling brooms.

17.90 A Canisbay water flask and tumbler with wine glasses and goblets in Heather, designed by Colin Terris in 1972.

17.91 Contrasting blues on familiar shapes.
17.92 A small vase from the Oban range designed by Charles Orr and Paul Ysart in 1968
17.93 Vases from the Flamenco range, designed by Colin Terris, from 1987
17.94 A ‘Twilight’ decanter and wine glass in the Charisma pattern, initially made at King’s Lynn
17.95 Two small mottled vases from the long-lived Rondo range
17.96 A Tranquillity bowl, based on a paperweight, launched in 1996 (photograph Brendan Kenny)
17.97 An Ebony vase, one of six shapes made in Sand, launched in 1996, and in red from 2001. Some Ebony glass was made in China
17.98 Two Caithness vases similar in colouring to the Xanadu design
17.99 A Salome bowl, sometimes seen with added iridescence
17.100 Three transfer-printed vases in traditional colours. In the centre is the later version; the two flanking vases date from 1981–2
17.101 A gold vase from the Alchemy ranged, designed in 2002 by Helen MacDonald
17.102a/b A large shallow bowl signed ‘John Christie Caithness freestyle 176/250’

18.1 One of three glass jars made at the Edinburgh Glasshouse Company at Leith and buried in the foundations of a new jail in Edinburgh in 1808. They were engraved by John Fraser. Because of the damage this one is kept in the museum store, the others are on display (CEC)
18.2 Two glass engravers in the cutting shop of the Holyrood Flint Glass Works, Edinburgh. Detail from a late nineteenth-century banner commemorating its construction in 1836 (image courtesy of NMS)
18.3 A goblet made in the Holyrood Flint Glass Works in 1858 and engraved by W. Keedy with an image of what is now the National Museum of Scotland (image courtesy of NMS, A.1866.29)
18.4 The ‘Honours of Scotland’ on a goblet in the regalia shape. Queen Victoria used goblets of this shape with a thistle border at Balmoral (Neil Hynd collection)
18.5/18.6 A fine jug engraved with the Scott Monument in Edinburgh, flanked by thistles and signed ‘JHB Millar’, a leading Bohemian engraver (image courtesy of CEC)
18.7/18.8 A view of Edinburgh Castle from the Grassmarket decorates this goblet, with an 1861 coin in the stem. It came from the collection of James S. Gilbert, once manager of the glassworks (image courtesy of CEC)
18.9 A ewer decorated with figures copied from the Parthenon frieze, signed ‘JHB Millar Edinb’ c. 1870
18.10 Some of Messrs John Miller & Co. exhibits in the 1862 exhibition. The text makes it clear that the glass was manufactured in Edinburgh and engraved locally. The claret jug on the right is the same body shape as illus 17.23
18.11 A large goblet, engraved with ferns, the stem containing a coin (courtesy of Hiram Brown)
18.12 Two fern-decorated designs, catalogue number 3327
18.13 A Holyrood celery glass, pattern number 3241
18.14 A lid engraved with ferns
18.15 The Holyrood catalogue shows several examples of ceramic bases with glass lids, like this butter dish (CEC)
18.16 One of the more unusually shaped Holyrood jugs (CEC)
18.17 A relatively simple but striking design of barley and hops (CEC)
18.18 Design for a jug decorated with an engraved parrot and palm tree (CMoG)
18.19 A more formal engraving on a design for a Holyrood jug (CMoG)
18.20 A typical drawing of a very ornate jug and glass (CMoG)
18.21 An unmistakably Bohemian design on a typical Holyrood jug of the late nineteenth century (CMoG)
18.22 A claret jug in the Holyrood pattern book (CMoG)
18.23 Another design in the Holyrood pattern book depicting horses and an angel (CMoG)
18.24 Angels were popular. This is described in the Holyrood catalogue as ‘Oval claret Engd morning’ (CEC)
18.25 Alexander Beutlich Millar (CEC FRA)
18.26 A page of glass exhibited at the 1867 Paris Universal Exhibition by John Millar & Co. of Edinburgh. He and his partner, Alexander Jenkinson, were just establishing themselves as glass manufacturers in 1867
18.27 A very decorative jug entitled ‘Balmoral Castle’ in gothic script (Gordon McFarlan Collection)
18.28 Part of the service presented by the City of Edinburgh to the Duke and Duchess of York. Commissioned in 1893, the last of the 256 pieces was presented in 1907 (CEC FRA, image courtesy of CEC)
18.29 Helen Monro Turner working at the engraving lathe from the Holyrood glassworks, given to her by the owners’ family (CEC)
18.30a/b Mug with a green handle, souvenir of the 1886 Edinburgh International Exhibition, sandblasted with an image of Holyrood Palace. On the base it says ‘EDINBRO PATENT SAND BLAST surrounding J. Ford & C.’ (images courtesy of CEC)

18.31 Sandblasted glasses signed by John Baird of Glasgow for the 1908 Scottish National Exhibition in Edinburgh (image courtesy of NMS)

18.32/18.33 Different aspects of the bowl commissioned from the Edinburgh & Leith Flint Glass Company to celebrate the surrender of the German Fleet in 1918 (images courtesy of CEC HH1240/49)

18.34 Pattern B236 decorated with ferns and insects

18.35 B237: the same shape engraved with birds

18.36–18.38 Examples from an early engraved series, each glass decorated with a different animal or bird

18.39 A water set, B125, described in the pattern book as ‘richly engraved’

18.40 Water set B126 in the same shape as B125 but rather more classically engraved, costing 30/– complete

18.41 B635: one of the ‘jugs for mounting’, designed to be finished with a metal rim

18.42 B632: another jug in the series with a metal rim

18.43 More exotic birds on a slightly different shape

18.44 Pattern L784 with a band of engraving spiralling down the body

18.45 L785, the same shape as its predecessor but decorated differently

18.46 Wine glass E610 liberally decorated with flower sprays, with a simpler version round the foot

18.47 The design for wine glass L555, giving details of the other shapes in the service and polishing instructions

18.48 Pattern L556, on the same shape but differently engraved

18.49 A tumbler decorated with intaglio cutting, with areas to be left dull clearly marked in red, dated 1 January 1932

18.50 Pattern N10 on the ribbed shape N2, decorated with intaglio work dated December 1929

18.51 The same design as N10, described as a ‘New Intaglio Service’ (CEC FRA)

18.52 The final version of the intaglio service in the Edinburgh and Leith catalogue

18.53 An intaglio-decorated dish, 19cm in diameter. The ‘E&L’ mark occurs just above the centre star cutting (photograph Brendan Kenny)

18.54 Rock crystal toilet bottles C76 and C78 from the late nineteenth century

18.55 Pattern D391, a ‘rock crystal’ goblet supplied to Sir W. Peason in May 1893. The design is depicted for the engraver by a pencil rubbing pasted over the shape of the glass

18.56 A dated rubbing of floral borders. Numerous such rubbings were kept at the Edinburgh Crystal factory

18.57 The rubbing of a portrait for a Black Watch claret jug

18.58 E617: one of a series of rubbings from dishes labelled ‘Eng. Rock Crystal’

18.59 F167: a service of glass ‘Etched Bramble’

18.60 F100: a rubbing of an acid-etched design

18.61 Pattern L103 engraved with a portrait of the Young Pretender within a laurel wreath, copying an original dated 1725–1750

18.62 Pattern L98: the Young Pretender is flanked by the usual rose and thistle, with the ribbon engraved ‘Audientor Ibo’

18.63 Two pages giving details of five ‘Jacobite’ glasses. They were possibly intended for use by representatives, rather than being part of the company catalogues (CEC FR)

18.64 Reproduction glasses in an Edinburgh catalogue. The engraved rim of A11 directly copies a photograph in Percy Bate’s book (Plate VIII)

18.65 Three engraved designs on a reproduction glass with folded foot, supplied to Pitcairn of New York (CEC)

18.66 Design for a reproduction glass celebrating the sponsorship of the Prince of Wales for the British Exhibition of Art and Industry in Buenos Aires, 1931 (M418)

18.67 R608: an engraved seal swimming on an Edinburgh & Leith cocktail glass, 1938

18.68/18.69 Pattern R629, from 1938, is a strangely contrasting design, portraying a varied gathering of penguins on the lower half of an ornately cut jug and tumbler

18.70 This Canadian beaver, pattern R648, features in a minimally engraved winter scene round a vase

18.71 The ‘Ice scene’ using the technique of leaving some areas unpolished to good effect

18.72 Examples of the popular Lochnagar pattern, a pleasing combination of engraved vines and facet cutting that was in production for many years
18.73 This drawing of H828 gives some idea of the amount of information that can be gleaned from the pattern books. It dates from the 1920s but the notes show that different versions, sometimes on alternative shapes, were made at various times, many to the individual requirements from customers at home and abroad.

18.74 A decanter in pattern H828.

18.75 Two whisky tots in pattern H828 showing clearly the difference in the quality of the engraving at different periods. The earlier glass on the right was engraved by hand, probably by Frederic Lonie; the one on the left has been sandblasted.

18.76 A ‘centre vase’ in pattern 828 on a new shape introduced in 1972.

18.77 Pattern L504, one of the less common thistle designs.

18.78 P778: drawing of the ‘Jubilee Cup’ complete with the pasted-on design for the inscription ‘KING GEORGE V & QUEEN MARY SILVER JUBILEE 1910–1935’ with a pantograph of the monarch and his wife, and a note that it was to be submitted to the British Industries Fair.

18.79 An imposing goblet 28cm high, designed by Laurence Whistler and described by him as ‘a Coronation Goblet for BBC Television. Wheel-engraved by the Edinburgh Glass Company, roughly to the design’ (Whistler, 151). Scratched into the stem are the initials ‘LW des’, with ‘Edinburgh 2’ in script on the surface of the foot.


18.81a/b A glass decorated with the crest of Clan Bruce.

18.82 P145: a ship in full sail engraved on a standard cocktail shaker and glass in 1933. It was created for a firm in Southsea, probably in connection with the appearance in Navy Week of a scale model of HMS Victory, manned by naval personnel.

18.83 A cartoon presented to Frederic Lonie by his five apprentices (courtesy of Laura McCallister).

18.84 Frederic Lonie engraving a thistle vase (courtesy of Laura McCallister).

18.85a/b Two pieces engraved by Derek Fair: a limited edition Otter vase, advertised in 1986/7, and a large goblet (27cm tall) engraved with an osprey (courtesy of Danny Fair).

18.86 Pattern P781, dated 6.2.35. The front panel is marked ‘Panels engraved peacocks etc.’

18.87 The vase P781 engraved by Frederic Lonie (Diamond Mills & Co., Fine Art Auctioneers, Felixstowe, Suffolk).

18.88 A jug engraved by Bohemian Hieronimus Keller, who worked for John Baird and was head of a family of engravers in Glasgow in the 1880s. It is probably one of four pieces engraved in his own time for his family, with whom it remains. The dragon on the charioteer’s helmet and his very distinctive face with its bushy moustache are unusual features – a self-portrait perhaps? Keller’s design ‘St George and the Dragon’ was exhibited in Glasgow in 1898 (courtesy of Mark Quinlan). See illustration 8.6.

18.89 A ‘Chalice’ shape designed by Colin Terris, sandblasted and personalised with initials and a date.

18.90 A sailing ship from the ‘Seascapes’ range designed by Denis Mann c. 1984 (photograph Brendan Kenny).

18.91 A Caithness goblet signed ‘Dennis Mann Caithness no. 1/50 Sheringham Crabber’.

18.92 A sandblasted view of Dornoch Town Jail on the Chalice shape.

18.93 A shape designed by Denis Mann, and used by him since 1972 to engrave the annual Mastermind trophy, this engraving of lifeboat number 47-1-016 and its companion the Three Sisters is signed Irene Maughny 1989.

18.94 An unsigned sandblasted depiction of seals on the familiar Caithness shape.